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Bridging Boundaries International welcomes internationally recognized 
archaeologist, Dr. Sam Semir Osmanagich to lecture on his discoveries of the 
first pyramids in Europe.  Although criticized by some of his fellow scientists, Dr. 
Osmanagich continues to move forward with his controversial research.  Touted 
as the oldest manmade structures, the Bosnian Valley of the Pyramids, along 
with its concrete, stone blocks and primitive inscriptions, has proven to be over 
twelve thousand years old. 
 
Dr. Osmanagich and his team are currently working to unearth passageways 
throughout the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun and labyrinths within the Pyramid of 
the Moon since his initial findings in 2005.  The Bosnian Valley of the Pyramids in 
Visoko, Bosnia-Herzegovina is a grouping of five of the largest stone buildings 
crafted by man.  Connected by an ancient underground network and 
deliberately oriented to the cardinal points, these historic monuments have 
been drawing scientists, anthropologists and tourists alike.  Arguably the most 
influential aspect of this new discovery is its positive effect on the local Bosnian 
community.  Volunteers from all cultural backgrounds are working together to 
unearth the secrets of their common history. Many of Dr. Osmanagich’s critics 
believe these structures were actually created by shifting tectonic plates and the 
earth’s natural movement over centuries.  
 
However, an overwhelming amount of support has materialized as tourists and 
volunteers swarm through the area.  Journalists spanning the globe report on 
the very real affect that Dr. Osmanagich’s research continues to have on local 
history as well as international understanding of our world.  It’s only natural to 
question or doubt theories that interfere with our age-old traditions.  But the 
truth is, humans used to believe earth to be flat and space exploration 
impossible; by simply reporting his discoveries, Dr. Osmanagich may be 
changing world history as we know it.  Among his worldwide tour of twelve 
countries, Dr. Osmanagich will be visiting Virginia to conduct a brief series of 
lectures emphasizing the magnitude of this research, the most recent findings of 
his non-profit foundation “Archaeological Park: Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun”, 
and his new book, “Pyramids around the World.”   
 


